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Since the issue of coins is a normal concomitant of sovereignty, aspiring rulers

often make a point of issuing at least  a  token coinage.  Thus, in the aftermath

of 1688 James VII and II, deprived of all his thrones by his daughter and son-

in-law, continued to iésue coins in Ireland. Having no bullion at his disposal, he

was reduced to producing ‘gun  money’.‘ In 1708 dies were prepared for James

II’s son, the  ‘Old  Pretender’, who planned a very beautiful silver crown coin

bearing his royal title as KingJames III.2 In the nineteenth century medallic

‘coins’, which never circulated as currency, but were merely passed amongst

their faithful adherents as mementos, were issued in the names of the dethroned

legitimist Bourbonking ‘Hemi V’ of France, and of the Carlist pretenders to

the Spanish throne. It is asserted that coins were likewise issued on behalf of

the Yorkist pretenders of Henry VII’s  reign, and these alleged Yorkist pieces are

the subject of the present study. Although it is convenient to group the putative

Yorkist specimens under the generic term ‘coins’, in fact not all of them are true

coins. One alleged specimen is  a  jetton,3 while another appears to have been a

commemorative or medallic issue, rather like those of Henri V and the Carlists.

Various studies relating to the  ‘coins’ of the Yorkist pretenders have

been published during the past 150 years. These were written by and for

numismatists.  4 They concentrate on the nurnismatic evidence and make little

attempt to evaluate the historical sources relating to the pretenders and their

1Coins madefromgun  metal.
21 crown  =  five shillings (60d.). The James III specimen  seems never to have  been  issued.

3jettons  (feta/1:) tokens or  reckoning counters are coin—like objects, made of base metal and  used
in calculations. .

4A. de Longpérier, ‘Petkin  Werbecque’, Rel/lie Mlmimmtiqlle  (1860), pp.  384-95; H.  Symonds,
The Irish silver coinage of Edward  IV’, Miriliwmtic  Cbmlitle, 5‘“ series, no. 1 (1921), pp. 108—25; C.N.

Schmall, ‘Note  on the “Perkin Warbeck great” dated  1494’, Monk/”amt, vol. 41 (1928), pp.  219-20;

R. Catlyon—Britton, ‘On the Irish coinage of Lambert Simnel as Edward VI’, Martini/am  Chronicle,

6'II series, vol.  1 (1941), pp.  133-35; C.E. Blunt, ‘The  medallic  jetton  of Perkin Warbeck’, Britirb Nu-

mimmtit  journal, 3'd series, vol. 6, pt 2 (1951), pp.  215-16; M.  Dolley, ‘1' re  Kroner  Tri  C/Jam'iu, a  note

on the date of the  “three  crown” coinage of  Ireland’, Mtrllimalirka  Medde/amlen, vol. 30 (1965), pp.

103-12; P. Power, ‘The  history and  coins of Lambert Simnal  [:12] and Perkin  Warbeck’, Sea/7}? Coin and

Medal Bulletin, no. 615 (November 1969), pp.  376-78; M. Dolley, ‘Simnel  and  Watbeck  — some recent

misconceptions’, Scab}? Cain nut/Medal Bill/e17”, no. 616 (December 1969), pp.  424-25;  G. Brady and

C. Gallagher, ‘The  Lambert Simnel coinage: an enquiry’, Stink  Mliilixriiati:  Circular, vol. 103, no.  8
(October  1995), pp. 301-02.
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careers.  Thus, all begin by making certain basic  — but unproven — assumptions.

They take it for granted  that  the  first  pretender claimed to be Edward of ‘
Clarence, Earl  of Warwick, and called himself  ‘King Edward VI’, and  that  the

second pretender claimed to be Richard of Shrewsbury, Duke of York, and
assumed the crown under the title  ‘Richard IV’. Actually, as we shall see, three of
these foursupposed  ‘facts’ are open to question.

While numismatic writers seem generally unaware that the historical
evidence relating to the Yorkist pretenders is imprecise and often conflicting,
conversely few general  historians  of the late fifteenth century seem familiar with
the numismatic literature relating to the pretenders’ alleged  ‘Coins’. The first aim
of the present paper is therefore to make these ‘coins’ and their literature more
widely known outside numismatic circles. Further aims are to review carefully
and reassess the available evidence relating to the  ‘coins’, while ensuring that
discussion of them is founded upona sound historical basis rather than on
unproven assertions.

The  Yorkist Pretenders  and the  Historical Context
The two Yorkist pretenders to whom the ‘coins’ are attributed are generally
known  by the unlikely-sounding names of ‘Lambert  Simnel’ and ‘Perkin
Warbeck’. Gordon Smith has very rightly observed that  ‘the  names have  a
pantomime  sound  to them’.5 In fact they soundlike inventions  — and perhaps

they were.6 The names were certainly a  gift to the authorsof the well-known

historical parody 1066  and/Ill  T lmt, who merrily played havoc with various

permutations such as  ‘Petbeck’, ‘Wermkin’ and ‘the Earl of Warbeck’.7
Since the  subject  of their reputed coinage is, in itself, sufficiently

complex, one hesitates to embark uponlengthy discussions of the wider
issues relating to the pretenders themselves. Such detailed analysis can be

5G.  Smith  ‘Lambert Simnel and the king from Dublin’, The Rim/Ilia”, vol. 10, pp.  498-536  (p.
498).

6Bennett, for example, shows that  both ‘Lambett’ and  ‘Simncl’ were virtually unknown  names
in fifteenth-century England, and says  that  ‘the  suspicion  must  be that the whole name was an in-
vention’, since  a  contemporary herald stated  that  the ptetendcr’s real name was  John:  M.  Bennett,
Lambert  .S‘imnel and the  Battle  9/ Stoke, New  York  1987, pp. 44, 45. Henry VII himself referred to the
first  pretender simply as .ghmimrl qua/Mam 1911mm; (‘some  illegitimate  boy’):  Lelier:  and  Paper: Illmtraliue
0f the  Reign: qf Richard III and  Henry WI, ed ]. Gairdner, 2  vols, London  1861, 1863, vol. 1, p. 95, cit-
ing BL, MS Add. 15385, f. 315. The  historical context within which  the pretenders  advanced  their

claims presents serious anomalies. During the period  1487-98 there  were  many living members of
the house of York  with  valid claims to the  throne  far  better  than that  of Henry VII. No-one has so
far satisfactorily explained the extraordinary behaviour  of  these  genuine Yorkist  princes  who (it is
alleged) preferred  to advance the  claims of unrelated and  non-royal  nonentities  rather than  asserting
their  own clear and irrefutable tights.

7W.C.  Sella:  and 11.]. Yeatman, 1066 and/Ill  That, London 1930, pp.  50-51.
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found elsewhere.8 Nevertheless some reference to these wider issues cannot

be avoided, because unfortlmately numisrnatists have adopted the practice
of referring unequivocally to  ‘coins  of Lambert Simnel’ and  ‘coins  of Perkin

Warbeck’,9 despite the fact that (with one alleged, but dubious exception) neither
name figures on any of the ‘coins’ in question. Similarly one not infrequently
finds references to  ‘coins  of “Edward VI” and  “Richard  IV’”, though neither

numeral can be authenticated fromcontemporary sources. All suchphraseology

is therefore based upon assumptions, and this is dangerous. The careless use
of suchlabels as  ‘coins  of Lambert Simnel’ or  ‘coins  of Richard IV’ can lead,

almost inadvertently, to circular arguments.10 It is important to emphasise that

out only ultimate authority for the alleged  ‘real’ names  of the pretenders are
the mouthpieces of King Henry VII  — who naturally had a vested interested in
discrediting both  his Yorkist rivals. And the unsupported word of Henry VII
alone is not to be trusted, since clear and irrefutable evidence exists  that, when

it suited his purpose, Henry told lies and rewrote history.“ As for the  supposed
royal numerals  ‘VI’ and ‘IV’, these are merely guesses on the part of more recent

historians.12
Partiqulatly serious questions need to be asked regarding the first Yorkist

pretender. Almost all historians have dismissed this candidate as  a  clear  fake,

easily unmasked. But as Smith has  indicated, this assessment depends entirely

upon uncritical acceptance of the uncorroborated account of Henry VII’s

historian, Polydore Vergil. Unfortunately, other near contemporary writers left

different accounts. Whereas Vergil claimed that the  first  pretender impersonated

Edward of Clarence, Earl of Warwick, the French writer, Jean Molinet (who

was free from the influence of Tudor propaganda) declared with equal certainty
that the claimant was the  real  earl of Warwick, while Bernard André (who, like

aSmith ‘Lambert  Simnel’;  Bennett,  lamhefl  571mm] and t/Je  Bali/e  9f Stoke;  B. Williams, 'Lambert

Simnel’s  Rebellion: How reliable is Polydore Vegil?’ The  Ricardian, vol.  6  (1982-84), pp. 118-23, J.
Gajrdnct, P113109 qf the Llfi am! Reign of Richard the  Him,  to whit/1i: added He Stay of Perkin Warbetkfmll
Original Dow/lien”,  Cambridge  1898; I.  Arthurson,  The  Perkin Whrbeth Catmiragy  1491-1499, Sttoud
1997; A. Wroe, Perkin  —A  Stay of Deteptiwl, London  2003.

9See, for example, Carlyon-Britton, ‘On the Irish coinage of Lambert Simnel as Edward VI’,

Numimmtic  Chronicle, 6‘h series, vol.  1 (1941),  pp. 133-35.

l“This is  a  problem  which, for  example,  overtakes  Gordon  Smith’s otherwise  excellent  study,
when he  takes numismatic  assumptions about the Irish coinage of the  first  pretender to be estab-
lished facts  (Rimm'inn, vol. 10, pp. 510, 516). See below.

l‘For  example, during his  exile  in France he gave himself out to be  a  son of Henry VI to en-
hance  his  ’Lancasttian’ credentials.  Once  on the  thxone  he ruthlessly wrote Lady Eleanor Talbot out
of history, and falsified Richard III’s claim to the  throne.

l2Gaixdncr (Kit-bani [he  Third, p. 306) alludes to the second pretender as  ‘King Richard IV’ in the
context  of his  Scottish proclamation, but the proclamation itself  contains no such reference (see
below, n.  52).
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Vcrgil, wrote  for the Tudors, and esteemed the claimant an impostor) stated

that he was impersonating Richard of Shrewsbury, Duke of  York.” Thus

there  was contemporary confusion and uncertainty about this first pretender.

The conflicting evidence is significant. Must numismatic writers have simply

assumed  that  the boy was crowned in the name of ‘Edward  VI’, but in fact

there  is no evidence whatever for the numeral  ‘Vl’, and it also transpires that we

cannot  be certain whether the pretender used ‘Edwnrd’ or ‘Richard’ as his royal

name. Under  these  circumstances it is obviously somewhat difficult to identify

authoritatively a putativecoinage issued on his behalf

The English Coinage of the Fifteenth Century
Since  this  paper is intended For the general reader, a brief resume of the English
coinage of the period may be helpful. In England, only silver and gold coins

were currentin the fifteenth century.” The currency was based on the ‘long

cross’ silver penny (1d.). The coin was first issued in this design by Edward  I
in 1279, and it was continued by all futurerulers, with its overall design and

Figure  1 English half groat of Edward IV (author’s collection).

its royal ‘portrait’ basically unchanged until 1489. From  1351  the silver groat

(4d,) and half gtoat  (2d.) joinedthe penny.15 At the same time Edward 111 also

introduced thc gold noble (80d) half noble (40d) and quarter noble  (20d) All
of these coinscontinued  to be issuedwith virtually the same designs throughout

the Lancasttian era. In 1464—65, however, Edward IV made certain changes. The

bullion weight of all English coinswas reduced.16 The noble and its subdivisions
disappeared, and new gold  coins  were introduced: the ryal (120d) together with

l35mith ‘abcrt Sinmel’, p. 49‘).

”111 lrelnnd, however, as we shall sec, Coppercoins also existed.

15]  Edward  I  had briefly issued  21 grunt, but  later  abandoned it.

1“For purposes of  cnmpnrison  with the fluctuating weight (7f the  Irish  coinage under  Edward

IV, the  rcfurmcn]  ‘light’ English coinage of the snmc  monarch  had  a grunt  weighing 48 grains (ref

duccd from the grout of 60 grains of the earlier ‘hcavy’ Cninngc).
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its half and quarter, and the angel (80d.) (the latter being joined, during the

Readeption of Henry VI, by the angelet or half angel  — 40d.). It was also the

Yorkist king, Edward IV who introduced the use of the rose emblem for the

first time on English coins, often accompanied by the Yorkist sunburst." Further

major changes to the English coinage were introduced by Henry VII from1489

onwards. Throughout the fifteenth century all English coins bore the reigning

monarch’s name and titles in  Latin, but the king’s regnal number was never

included in coin inscriptions.  Also  no fifteenth-century English coins bore a year

date. Such dating on coins was introduced only in the reign of Edward VI, in the

sixteenth century.

The  Irish Coinage  of  Edward  IV
Since the coinage attributed to the first  Yorkist  pretender was issued in Ireland,

where it actually circulated as currency, in order to set it in context we must also

review the Irish coinage of the second half of the fifteenth century. While Irish

silver  coins had similar face values to those issued in England, they were distinct

from the English currency both in bullion  value  and in design.

Between  1340  and 1460 no  Anglo-Irish  coins were minted apart from
an issue of pennies in 1425-26. Earlier issues of coinage had led to the export

of silver from Ireland to England and the Continent, which adversely affected

the Irish economy. Edward IV’s government sought to address both these

problems.18 The intention was that the proper issue of currency should  be

resumed, but that future Irishcoins should be unacceptable in England, being

of lower real value. Initially, to ensure  that  Irish coins would not creep unnoticed

into England, the policy was also that Irish coins should have a perceptibly

different appearance from the equivalent English currency, thus making them

recognisably ‘foreign’. One result is  that  the Irish silver coinage of this period

is rather more imaginative in its design than the contemporary English issues.

However, Irish coins once again became very similar in appearance to their

English counterparts in the 14705, and English  hoards  show that these coins  were
imported  into  England in large quantities.

17As the present  author  and others  have  argued previously, there  is no evidence  that  the so-cnlled

‘xcd  rose of  Lancaster’ was  really used by any of the  Lancasttian  monarchs. Roses had been  used as

punctuation marks in the Marian inscription (MAR1A6  MATERQ  GRACIE@) of an Anglo-Gallic

jetton of Henry VI, but never as part of the main design of  a  coin: see M. MtchinerJelam, Mada/at:

and  Tokens, vol. 1, The Medieval Period and JVIIre/Ilberg, London 1988, p. 190.  Much  earlier, a  rose  had fig-

ured at the  neck of the tunic of Edward I on some of his English and Irish silver pennies: S. Mitchell

and B. Reeds, eds., Standard  Catalogue of Britirh  Cain:  (hereinafter Seaby, Catalogue), vol. 1, Coin:  of

England and the  Ullil€d 16113110)”, 26‘" edition, Seaby, London 1990, p. 97, and P.  Seaby and RF. Purvey,

eds., Coin:  of Stat/and, Ireland  and [he Islam/I, 1“ edition, London  1984, vol. 2, p. 111.

”The initial  plans were actually made by the Lancasttian government of Henry VI.
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Although  the available documentary evidence by no means resolves
every problem,19 our picture of the  evolution  of the Irish coinage under Edward
IV is informed by the fact that the Irish Parliament produced detailed legislation
on the subject, which has fortunately been published.20 However, the recorded
legislation clearly conflicts at times with what was actually issued in terms of

_coinage, and we shall return to this important point  later.  In 1461 an agreement
was made with Germyn Lynch to the effect that the latter should mint 1d., 2d.

and 4d. coins, bearing an open crown on the obverse, and with a long crossand
pellets  on the reverse, together with the name of the mint. These coins were to
be struck at Dublin, Trim, Waterford (Dondory), Limerick and Galway.21 The
result was Edward  IV’s  anonymous ‘crown’ coinage of 1461-63. In  1463  the
Irish Parliament furtherlegislated that this  ‘crown  in  a  tressure’ coinage (hitherto
anonymous) should  bear on its obverse the (abbreviated) inscription  Ezllmrdu:

Dez' Gratin  Dominu:  Eli/7mm.” At the same time legislation set the weight of the

great at forty—eight grains  — though it seems that on this and other occasions the
legislation in respect of coin weights may not have been carried into effect.”

In 1465 new instructions were issued. The  weights  of the coins were to
be slightly reduced (great = 42.1 grains),24 and Lynch was henceforth instructed
to produce  ‘Ad., ‘/2d., 1d, 2d. and 4d. pieces bearing an English style obverse

design showing a  symbolic crowned filll—face head of the monarch, once again
with the inscription  Edwardm  Dez' Gratin Domz'nm Mberm'e. It is not clear whether
these instructions were immediately carried out, for some authorities assign as
Edward IV’s thirdIrish coinage from 1465-67  a  series depicting a  cross on  a rose
(obverse) and a sunburst (reverse).25

In 1467, for what is known as Edward IV ’5 fourth Irish coinage, the
English style ‘crowned filll-face  bust’ obverse design was introduced, while the
reverse was changed to  a  rou—en—mleil design. At the same time Drogheda and
Carlingford were added to the list of authorised mints and the weight of the

19Sometimes the evidence of  extant  coins  appears  to  conflict with the parliamentary legislation.
20The: following summary of legislation from1461  to 1470 (inclusive) is derived from  Symonds,

‘Irish  silver coinage of Edward IV’, p. 114.

2‘In the  event  most  of the  coins  seem to have been  struck  in  Dublin. Examples are known from

Waterford, but none of the  other named  mints is represented amongst the surviving specimens.

22This was Edward IV ’5 second ‘crown’ coinage  (1463-65).
23At this date the weight of the English  groat  was still 60 grains.

2"‘Reflecting the  fact that  the English  gloat  had by now been  reduced  to  a  weight of 48 grains.
On  this  occasion, and at the  time of all subsequent  weight  changes, earlier Irish  coins were withdrawn
fromcirculation to enforce the new  standard.

25Seaby, Catalogue, vol. 2, p. 116. However, some would assign the  cross on rose coinage to the
14705.
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coinswas increased.26 The weight of the Irish great was now formally set at

forty-five grains.  This  was still lower than the contemporary English standard.

In 1470 the Irish coinage adopted an English style reverse design.

The weight was again slightly reduced (great  =  43.6 grains) and the obverse

inscription was altered to  read  Edmrdm  Dez' Gratin  RexAng/z'e @Domz'nu:

I-Iz'berm'e.27 The  list  of authorised mints was officially pruned to Dublin, Trim and

Drogheda, though extant examples of this coinage indicate  that  in fact mints

were also functioning at Limerick, Waterford, Cork and Galway. Coins of this
type (which, with  a  minor change in weight, lasted from 1470 to 1478) are more

widely preserved that those of the earlier series.

A  statute of 1478 made provision for the issue of  a  new silver coinage

comprising 1d., 2d and 3d. coins, but it gave no details of either the design or

the weight.” The coins actually issued at this period did not conform to the

specifications of the statute in terms of face value. Groats  (4d.) and pennies

were  issued, which retained the crowned bust of the king on the obverse, but

introduced a  new reverse design of a rose superimposed upon the centre of a

long cross.29 This  coinage apparently continued to the end of Edward IV’s reign

and beyond.30 -
In 1482/3 Edward IV seems to have planned to authorise a new

standard for the Irish coinage. His surviving indenture on this  subject  is undated

but was probably issued  at about the sarrie time as the appointment of Thomas

Galmole as master of the Irish mints on  7  March 1482/ 3.31 The indenture made

provision  for the  issue  of pennies and half pennies of the English standard

weights. However, it is thought that no such coins were  issued, and that no

z“Coins may have been  issued  by all the  named  mints, but  because with each  reissue of the coin-

age, old coins were recalled and melted  down, few  Irish  coins  of this period survive, so it is difficult

to be  sure. There are  extant  examples of the fourth coinage  mint  at Dublin, at Drogheda and at

Trim.

”Abbreviated to REX.ANGL.DNS.HYB.
”Dolley, ”I'tc Kronor — Tri  Choréin’, p. 105, citing]. Simon,An Eng;  ton/artir an  I-liflorimlAmunt

0f [lit/J  Coim, Dublin  1749  and 1810, p. _29. The original  text  of the  statute was no longer extant in

1965.

2gseaby, Cara/agile, vol. 2, p. 122.

30We may also  note  that  Dolley suggests  that  the rare Irish  copper  farthing (%d.) of Edward

IV, displaying a  shield of  arms  bearing three  crowns on the  obverse  and  a  roxe-eII-Ialeil on the  reverse

probably dates from  about the same period. Dolley,  ‘Tre  Kronor Tri Choréin’, p. 104.  Seaby, Cala-

Iague, vol. 2, p.  123, would date  this  coin  somewhat  earlier  (1467-70).

3'Society of  Andquaties, MS 116. The  text  is published in  Symonds,  ‘The  Irish silver coinages

of Edward  IV’, pp.  122-3, though  Dolley,  ”I're Ktonot— Tti  Choréin’,  pp. 109-10 offers some correc-

tions and demonstrates  that  the marginal drawings of  a penny and  half  great of the  ‘three  crowns’
issue which now  accompanies  the manuscript  text  of the indenture is  a  nineteenth-century interpola-

”On.
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further changes took place in the Irish coinage prior to Edward [V’s demise}2

In Ireland, as in England, it appears to be impossib1e to distinguish

coinswhich were minted during the brief reign of Edward V. Richard 11]  seems
to have briefly continued in his own name the production of li‘ldward  IV’S
“rose  on cross’ coinage. Shortly, however, he is believed to have introduced :1

new grout 21nd half grunt, known as the ‘thrcc Cl‘OWHS issue’. This was not an

exact  implementation of Edward lV’s indenture of March(?) 1483  — which had
provided for new pennies and half pennies  —  for the ‘thtcc crowns’ coinage

actually comprisedgt‘onts and half grunts.33 There  are variations in the details of
the design and inscription, but broadly speaking the ‘threc  crowns’ coinage bears

the royal arms of France quartering England, together with the first half of the
royal title, on the obverse, and the  three crowns  of Irelandf“ with the end of the

royal titlc (referring to Ireland itself) on the reverse. After August  1485  minting
of the ‘thrcc crowns’ coinage V215 continued by Henry VII, though the royal

name on the  obverse  inscription was changed.

1 .

“\

s

 

Figure  2 Anonymous Irish  ‘three  crowns’ groat bearing the Fitzgerald

arms. By courtesy of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.

Coins of the ‘thrce crowns’ series survive from the mints at Dublin and

at \‘(htcrford The  coins  of the \X‘atcrford mint display both  the shield with the
royal arms on the obverse, and the three  crowns  on the reverse, within  tressures.

3lhttp://irishc(>iungoa>m/HAMMIIREDJ'I'IHVI (consulted  October 2008):  ‘Intmductiun  m

the coinage nt- Hdwnrd  [V  —Thrcc Crowns  lssuc 1483/1485:

“On  this point  sec Dolley, ‘Trc Kronor — Tri Chomin’, pp. 109— 10. Such discrcpancics between

legislation and nnplcmcnmtiun are nm unknown, hnwcver (sec nbnvc).

3J'Thrcc  crowns  comprised the arms Of Ireland at  this  period. The wclliknown  Irish  harp was

a  later Invention, which  we owe to  Henry VIII:  http://\vw\\nhcmldicn.()rg/a)pics/national/ircland.

htm  (consulted October 2008) "The Arms of Ireland. “As late 21s 1536 the  Great  Seal of Ireland

preserves  thc  thrcc crowns  215 the arms of Ireland’: Dolley, "I‘rc  Kronor  ~Tr1’ Chomin’, p. 103, n. 2,

citing, Inflow/(gem, vol. 85 (1935), plate KC], 3.
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These trcssurcs are  absent  from  coins  minted in Dublin}3 Basically, four types

of  inscription  can bc idcmificd on  Coins  of  this  series. Some bear the  nnmc

RI(I/\RD., some the name  HICNRICVS  (or occasionally HI‘LNRIC.), some the

name IiDWARDVS, and some are anonymous.  Thus  one example is simply

inscribed  between  the arms of the long crosses from and  back:

obverscliX /\  /  NGLIH  /  FRAN  /  CHC

rcvcrsc:  :ICT  ”if? /  RICX:  /  HYB  /  ICRNIIC

Thc  inclusion  of  a  small rose in this  rcvcrsc  inscription possibly suggests (but
‘70docs not  prove) 21 Yorkist context  in the case of this specimen, and in fact some

of  these  anonymous  coins  arc amongst  those  generally attributed to the first

Yorkist  prctcndcr.r A  subgroup of this  anonymous  coinage comprises specimens

where  the royal arms on the obverse arc  flanked  by tiny shiclds bcaring the cross

snlrirc of the Fitzgerald coat of  arms.  In  terms  of "arity, the  most numerous

‘thrcc crowns’ coins  are the various  HI‘ZNRICVS  issues, and the anonymous

coins. RIC/\RD. specimens are rarer. The  rarest  types are  those  inscribcd

IZDW'ARDVS. V“

  

   

.s ,n)‘ >

.2, V  -  V I] ‘ n.‘ ‘1:

». , \ J/ ;  , >

I '1 .1/ V V. "  if“:
3“ , ¥ ‘ .l‘ / ‘  4,_ -':-"'5."“_,..-'—"'fl' 1:,

Figure  3 EDWARDVS  Irish ‘three crowns’ groat. By courtesy of the

Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.

35( )nc  other minor  design  fcnmrc which  Varies is Ihc {mm of [he Ircfoils :11 the cm] nf Ihc arms

0f thc long crusscs. ()n snmc  specimens rhcsc  arc  formal  by pcllcts, on  ulhcrs  by :mnulcls. The

former  are hclicvcd 10 11c curlicr in thc series than the latter.

M‘Thc  Iitlc Rm //]‘/1vruiw  rnlhcr  than Uri/”jun." /[)'/2m‘///<' is :mnchromsnc 211 this period. It has been

taken by some to imliczltc :1 sm'crcign  crowned  m  lrclzmd (LC thc {11-51 Yorkist pretender): R. (Im‘lynw

Britmn, ‘( )n rhc  Irish  coinage of  l.‘.1m[)crtSimncI  21$ [C(hvnrd \T, but this  point  is now gcncmHy dis?

counted: ‘l’mcccdings of the Royal  Numismatic  SHOOT)",172113CI'I'L‘31L11))’ M. Dolley at the mccting 0t-

18  March  196‘), A\'///)//.r//m//'z' (,ZHYI/Ht/U, 7'“ scrlcs, \‘ul.  9 (19(19)‘ pp. xiiixiii. The use of the msc  cmblcm

(m coinage is discussed further  bclmv.

NScc, for example, im',’ History 21nd coins”, p. 377 and tigurc l. Hnwcvcr, other anonymous

‘lhrcc cmwns‘ coins  hm‘c been assigned to  Henry \'II:  Scaby (Hm/(mm, \'()l.  2, pp. 126737; Spinks,

(id/Ix  r_)/’ .Skw/flmzfl ll‘(‘//l/l(/ (HH/ Hm If/rl/H/J', London 2003, pp. 139740,

“Based (m  their  \".xlucs us giwn in Scab}; (:fllilloguc, Yul. 2, 21ml Spinks' (ii/11x/_;/' .Sk'n/Izm/fl /rr/m/r/

(I/ll/  //)/' [dull/Zr, pp, 139742.
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The ED  WARDVS  ‘Three Crowns’ Coinagc
Until the 19605 it had been generally assumed  that  the existence of  ‘three  crowns’
coins inscribed  EDWARDVS  proved  that  this coinage had been introduced at
the end of the reign of Edward IV, and was in  fact  the new coinage referred
to in Edward’s indenture of 1483. The design and inscription specified in that
indenture appeared to fit the  ‘three  crowns’ coins, for the indenture stipulated
that the new coins  should  carry ‘the king’s arms on one side upon  a cross
trefoiled on every side and with thisscripture  RexAng/z'e @‘Francz'e, and on the
other side the arms of Ireland on a like crosswith  this  scripture Dm- I-Iz'lyerm'e’f‘9
The obverse of the ‘three crowns’ coins does indeed conform closely to the

description in the  indentuxe, while the reverse design, bearing three crowns one
above another, superimposed over  a  trefoiled cross is one possible interpretation
of the wording of the indenture (though that document may actually have
envisaged the three crowns disposed on  a  shield, two above and one below, as on
the Irish copper farthing of Edward  1V).

However, Dolley and others have pointed out that the indenture of
1483  spoke of coins of different values to those actually minted. The indenture

refers to pennies and halfpennies, whereas the actual  ‘rhree  crowns’ coinage

comprises half greats and greats only. Dolley therefore concluded:  ‘All  the
documentary evidence in fact shows is that at the very end of the reign [of
Edward IV] there was being contemplated a new coinage for Ireland, and that

the type specified was one very similar to, but not identical with, one eventually
used by Richard  III, though with the important distinction  that  Edward seems to
have envisaged an “English standard” coinage of pence and halfpence, whereas
Richard was content to continue with new types an “Irish standard” coinage of
greats, half-groats and pennies?” In general, Dolley’s conclusion in respect of

the documentary evidence is correct (though his statement that the coinage type
envisioned by the indenture was ‘not identical  with’ that introduced by Richard
III is actually an assumption on his part). Nevertheless the discrepancies between
the specifications of the indenture and the coinage later issued by Richard 111 do
not in themselves disprove the notion that Richard was intending to implement

Edward’s indenture. We  have  previously noted other, similar discrepancies
between documentary evidence and  actual  coinage (see above).

While  ‘thxee  crowns’ groats and half greats which bear the names
RICARD. and HENRICVS are generally assumed to belong to the reigns of
Richard III and Henry VII respectively,“ once it had been decided that coins
of this series bearing the royal name EDWARDVS could not be attributed to

”Dolley, ‘Tre Kronor  — Tri  Choréin’, p. 111.
4°Dolley, ‘Tre  Kronor  — Tri  Choréin’, p. 112.

“See below.
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Edward IV it became necessary to account for them in some other way. It was

therefore proposed that the explanation  must  lie in the events of 1487. On 24

May of that year  a  unique ceremony took  place at Christ Church Cathedral in

Dublin. Attended by John de la Pole, Earl of Lincoln, and Francis, Viscount

Lovell, a  young boy of disputed age was crowned king of England and France

and Lord of Ireland, using a crownborrowed for the occasion fromthe

cathedral’s cult image of the Virgin Mary.42 Based upon the account of Polydore

Vergil it was generally assumed that the name under which this boy took  the

throne was  ‘Edward’, and numismatists therefore  concluded  that it  must  have

been in the name of this Dublin-crowned pretender, and in the year 1487, that

the EDWARDVS ‘three crowns’ Irish coins  were  minted.“3 Indeed, Dolley has

stated absolutely unequivocally that  the EDWARDVS  ‘three  crowns’ coins  ‘are

a  coinage of the Yorkist Pretender Lambert Simnel, who claimed to be the son

of the Duke of Clarence, and who was crowned at Dublin as King Edward VI

of England on 24 May 1487’.44 Regrettably, however, this one short sentence of

Dolley’s contains no less than four unproven assertions: that the  EDWARDVS
‘threc crowns’ coins belong to the first Yorkist pretender; that his real  name  was

Lambert Simnel; that he claimed to be the son of the duke of Clarence, and

that he assumed the royal style of ‘Edward VI’. If Bernard André was correct

in stating that the pretender’s royal name was Richard, clearly the EDWARDVS

‘three  crowns’ coins cannot have been issued by or for him.  Until  and unless the

basic point of the first pretender’s royal name can be absolutely resolved, firm

conclusions  such  as thosewhich Dolley purports to have reached are simply

impossible.
In addition to the named ‘three crowns’ coins, we noted earlier the

existence of anonymous specimens, bearing royal titles only. We also noted the

fact  that  some anonymous specimens beat small shields with  a crosssaltire  to the

left and right of the royal arms on the obverse, just below the horizontal arm of

the long cross. The crosssaltire was the main charge on the  coat of arms of the

Fitzgerald family (the earls of Kildare and their cousins, the earls of Desmond).45

In this instance it has generally been assumed  that  the Geraldine arms on the

coins refer to Gerald Fitzgerald, eighth Earl of Kildare, who was lord deputy

of Ireland from  1477  to 1494, and again from1496 to 1513!“5 This  assumption

"Bennett, lam/mt  .S‘imnel, pp. 4—5 and n. 5.
43One typical  published  account states  quite categorically that the boy pretender  ‘had  Groat coins

struck by his supporters, the FitzGeralds, sometime between May and July of  that year, at the Dublin

and Waterford mints, in the  three  crowns  style’,  Timur/fall 1Vt/IIII'9/mtifl, vol. 9, no.  6  (june  2004).

44Dolley, Met/feMIAnglo-Irisb Cains, p. 32.
”See  J. Ashdown-Hill and A. Carstairs,  ‘The  Execution of the Earl of  Desmond’,  T/Je Rimm'ian,

vol. 15 (2005), pp.  70-93, figure 1.

“But  see below.
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may well be correct. However, one should not overlook the possibility that the
reference is to that other great Geraldine nobleman, the earl of Desmond, whose

coat of arms likewise comprised the cross saltire. The earl of Desmond was a
key supporter of the second Yorkist pretender, whom he received in southwest

Ireland (in the Desmond heartlands) at the time of that pretender’s second visit
to Ireland. No-one appears to  have  considered the possibility that some of the
anonymous ‘three crowns’ coins might have been produced under Desmond’s
auspices, for the second pretender. Moreover, given that the second pretender

undoubtedly claimed to be Richard of Shrcwsbuty, Duke  of York, it is, perhaps,

also curious that no-one has considered the further possibility that some of the
three crowns coins inscribed  RICARD.  might  have  been issued for him rather
than for Richard  III.  When one adds to all this, the fact  that  the first Yorkist

pretender is also reported (by André) to have  used  the royal name ‘Richard’, there
is potential scope for a great deal of confusion. Presumably the reason why these
points have not been considered is that an obvious candidate (Richard III) already
existed to account for. the  RICARD.  specimens. In the case of the EDWARDVS
specimens, on the other  hand, once it had been concluded that they could not be
assigned to Edward IV, there was no obvious contender to whom they couldbe
assigned, with the possible exception of the first pretender. In both cases coins
may have  been attributed on the basis of  a  less than thorough examination of all
the possible evidence. There appears to be roomfor further  research, both on
the  ‘three  crowns’ coinage as  a  whole, and on the royal  perxana  of (or assumed

by) the first Yorkist pretender. In the meanwhile, only tentative conclusions are
possible. Boththe anonymous and the EDWARDVS ‘three crowns’ coins were
apparently produced by recognised Irish mints,47 were apparently intended to
circulate as currency, and apparently did in fact circulate in Ireland as legal tender.

Thus  far we are on relatively secure ground. But to seek to go further is to step

on quicksand. It has not been proved that any of the anonymous issues and  /  or
the EDWARDVS ‘threc crowns’ coins relate to the first Yorkistpretender, nor
that the latter  used  the royal name  ‘Edward’ — though  both  of these are certainly

possibilities. To list such coins as of ‘Lambert Simnel as  Edward W  — as standard
coins catalogues currently do — is therefore to make an inappropriate leap. The

47O): at  least, by accredited Irish moneyers. Brady at 41., The  Lambert Simnel  Coinage’, speculate
whether  the three  crowns EDWARDVS  coins inscribed  CIVITAS  WATERFORD can really have
been produced at the Waterford mint, given  that  the  town  had rejected the pretender. Of  course,
if  these coins  do not refer to the pretender at  all, that  would solve the problem. The  point  is  also
complicated by the findings of Symonds, ”The Irish silver coinage of Edward lV', p.  ‘124. Symonds
shows that  Germyn  Lynch  was in charge of the Irish  mints for  much of the Yorkist period, but  that
in  1483, despite  having been dismissed, he  continued ‘daily making counterfeit money in the purlieus
of Waterford'.
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currentstate  of the evidence demands a more tentative phrzlscology.48

The ‘Yorkist  Groat’ of 1494

A Furtherexample of an inappropriate published descriptionof  a  ‘coin’ is to be

found in Ann \Wroe’s recent study Per/€277 —A .S'z‘ary of Deteplz'mz. \X/roe illustrated

What she described as ‘a silvcrgmr coin of Richard  IV’.” In factthe so—called

‘coin’ in question bears neither the name  ‘chard’ nor the numeral  ‘IV’.  Indeed,

(V

i. 7K

Figure 4 The 1494  ‘groat’.  By courtesy of the Fitzwilliam  Museum,

Cambridge.

the current View  seems  to be that no coinswere ever issued for the  second

Yorkistpretender, bearing the royal name  RICARDVS?” Moreover, as we have

already seen, no medieval English coinsever bore the sovereign’s numeral, and

in any case  there is no evidence that the  second  Yorkist pretender ever called

himself ‘Richard lV’. While there is little doubt thathe claimed to be Edward

IV’s younger son, Richard of Shrewsbury, for the greater part of his career it

was as ‘Richard of England, Duke of York’ that he presented himself in public.51

There is  scant  evidence for his use of the title of king — the one certain example

being the proclamation which he issued in Scotland. And in that document, while

he describcs himself as ‘Richard by the grace of God King of England  &  France,

”If. the EDWARDVS ‘thrcc  cmwns’ coinsdo nut refer to the first pretender, that would leave

the question: to  whom  do they rcfcr? They might perhaps simply be examples of blundcrcd inscripi

tions  (sec M. Dolley, Il’lé‘d/CL’lI/x/l[[47/07/1i Chi/I, London and Belfast, 1972, p.  32).

49 \V’mc, Perk/'17, bctwccn pp.  182783.

50But see above.

5]/\t  Antwerp he displayed his royal  arms  with the inscription :IrI/m Rif/mrtz’z' Prim/fix} WEI/fine cf

DIM/J  /Jfi0/711‘/' and did not assume the title of king. Gairdncr, Ric/.Iz/rr/ W  Third, p.  283.
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Lord of Ireland, Prince of Wales’, he assigns to himself no royal numeral.52
What Wroe’s illustration actually depicts is one of the extremely rate

1494  silver pieces which are commonly known as ‘groats’ — though their weight

of 60.3 grains  (3.91 g.) makes them heavier than either the contemporary English
groat or the Irish coin of the same name. They were also somewhat heavier  than
the silver  double patard  issued by Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy, though they
approximated very closely to the weight of the English groat prior to Edward

IV’s coinage reforms of 1464.53 In fact their bullion value would  have  made
them equivalent to  just  over. five English silver pennies in 1494, had they ever.
actually been used as currency. However, unlike the EDWARDVS ‘three crowns’
coins produced in Dublin, it seems highly unlikely that the  1494 ‘groat’ was ever
intended to act as real money. Although  some  surviving examples do show signs
of  wear,“ they seem ratherto have been intended as medallic, commemorative
pieces.

The obverse of these  1494  ‘coins’ bears the royal arms (France
quartering England) surmounted by a  closed  royal crown, and with  a  crowned 115
and rose to right and left. The obverse inscription reads

[leopard] DOMINE  SALVUM  FAC REGEM.55
The reverse bears a lis, leopard and rose, all beneath  a  closed crown, with the

inscription

[leopard] MANI  TECKEL PHARES 1494.
Key features of the iconography are considered in greater detail below. We

have already noted that the introduction of regular dating on English coinsis a
phenomenon of the sixteenth century, so the  fact  that  a  date appears on the  1494
‘coin’ makes it highly unusual. The intriguing reverse inscription is  a  quotation
fromthe Bookof  Daniel, chapter 5, verse 25 (as it figures in the Latin  Vuégate
version of the Bible). It comprises the threatening ‘writing on ihe  wall’ which
appeared at Belshazar’s feast, to warn the  king of his approaching doom.  Overall,
the inscription on this ‘coin’ has traditionally been taken to be a prayer for the

legitimate king (i.e. the second Yorkist pretender) and  a  warning to the usurping

52Quoltvsd in  Wroe, Perkin, p. 256. Logically the Yorkist claims to the  throne  of Richard III and
of the  sons of Edward IV were mutually exclusive. The pretender may therefore have  regarded him-
self as the legitimate  ‘Richard III’.

5'.’Spink, auction  sale  report,  31  March  2004.  In  1464  Edward IV had reduced the  weight  of the
English  groat from60 grains to 48 grains. The Irish grout had  fluctuated  somewhat in weight, but
John Tiptoft (as lieutenant of Ireland) stabilised it at 45 grains fromabout 1468. An undated gm: of
Charles the Bold issued between  1467  and  1477  and currently in the  author’s collection weighs 3.3g
(or approximately 51 grains).

54See, for example, http:  / /  archive.sixbid.com /home/ auction 5/baldwins  /  s  tjamesS/00251 hOO.

htm (consulted  October 2008).

55‘Oh  God, save the king'.  This  is one of the invocations fromthe Te  Del/III Int/damn.
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Figure 5 English half great of Henry VII,  showing the king wearing a
closed  crown  (author’s collection).

Henry VH that his days were numbered.50
However, the first obvious point to make is that there is actually nothing

whatever in the inscriptionto link this‘coin’ with the pretender. The attribution

of  these  mysterious piecesto ‘Richard IV’ appears to restentirely and exclusively

uponthe date 1494 — coupled perhaps with the negative evidence that they bear

no explicit mark of ownership. It is also noteworthy that, despite its traditional

Yorkistattribution, certainfeatures of the design of this ‘Coin’ actually seem

more reminiscent of a Lancastrian/Tudor  context.  For example, no  coins  of

the houseof York display a closed crown.This was  a  feature introduced to

 

Figure  6 Reverse of a  Grand Blanc  aux Ecus of Henry VI.

the English silver coinage by Henry VII in about February 1488.5“ Also the
juxtaposed use of a fieur dc lis and a leopard had figured prominently upon the

56566, for example, Blunt, ‘Mednllic jetton’, p.  215.

57D. M. Mctcalfi \§)‘//0g(l (If (fa/m qf flm Bri/Ilr/J [I/N 23. AJ/J/iio/mfl [WI/may, Oxfpm’. Par/ 11/. Coil/J q/

/’/(’II(]’ VII,  London  1976, pp. xxiii—xxiv, xxix, xxxvii.
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Lancastrian dynasty’s French coinage.  A  115 and  a  leopard  flanking a Latin cross

adorned the reverse of  both  the  saint  d’or and the  grand  (21am aux e’cm of Henry V
and Henry VI.  There  is no evidence for the use of these juxtaposed symbols on
any Yorkist silver coins.53

It is truethat the 1494 ‘groat’ combines  these  symbols with  a  rose, and
that roses had not figured on any English coins until they were introduced by

Edward 1V. However, by 1494, the rose was no longer an exclusively Yorkist
symbol, having been adopted also by Henry VII. Since the roses on the 1494
‘groat’ obviously bear no indication of  their  colour, it is impossible to be certain
whether it is the Yorkist white rose that is intended, or the new red rose symbol
of Henry VII. However, one of the roses is crowned, and the crowned rose

emblem certainly seems to have been introduced by Henry VII.59 Moreover,
neither rose is associated with the  Yorkist  sunburst. On balance it seems  more
likely that the red rose of Henry VII is intended.

It is therefore not surprising to discover that the crownover the royal
arms on the obverse of the 1494  ‘groat’ appears to be identical to the closed
crown worn by Henry VII as depicted on some of his greats. Indeed, in a paper

to the 1986 International Numismatic Congress in London, Marion Archibald
(then curator at the British Museum) demonstrated conclusively ‘that some of

the punches used to create the dies fromwhich  [the  1494 pieces] were struck
were identical with some on dies for groats of Henry VII. This showed that,

special pleading apart, the pieces in question were made in the same place as the
greats of Henry VII, namely the Royal Mint in the Tower of London and that

they were therefore official Tudor tokens’.60 Since it was the Tudor monarch

himself who commanded the manufacture of the 1494  ‘coin’, which was struck
for him at the Tower  mint, this clearly overturns the traditional interpretation of
its inscription. In fact the words  Damz'ne mlyumfac  regemmustnow be taken as  a
prayer for Henry VII.

Only about fifteen extant specimens of the  1494 ‘groat’ are known.
Its design has been characterised by some authorities as rather  ‘Flemish’ in

5“The  nearest  approach to  such iconography on Yorkist  coins  is the reverse of the Yorkist gold
ryal  (or  rose  noble). Following a  tradition dating from the reign of Edward III  this displayed leopards
in the angles of  acrossfleury, thus hinting at the juxtaposition of leopard and  Fleur de lis.

5"Although Edward IV owned bed covets (tapettes) in the Yorkist livery colours, adorned  with
roses and crowns, the two symbols seem to  have  figured on the  fabric  separately, and not in the form
of crowned  roses:  N.H. Nicolas, ed., Priy Pun-e Eagbenm of Elizabeth  of York:  Wardrobe Ammm  qf
Edward  the Faun/J, London 1830, p.  144.

60Personal  communication from Marion  Archibald  (to whom my thanks are due for  kind  per-
mission to  cite  her as yet unpublished research). She also found  that  the punches  used for the  1494
pieces showed no  connection with  those used to  create  dies for the  Burgundian  coinage. Marion
Archibald  hopes to publish  a  detailed  account of  this  research  in the British  timati:  journal  in
2010.
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appearance,“ and  some  previous writers have therefore speculated that it was

perhaps produced in the Low Countries under the auspicesof Margaret of
York as  a  propaganda piece for her protégé, ‘chard IV’.“2 Schmall (who simply
repeats the standard Henry VII versionof the second pretender’s career without
any critical analysis) statesunequivocally that ‘this silver  jeton  or tokenwas

minted at Tournai, in Flanders, the native town of the young pretendcr’, though
he producesno evidence in support of this assertion.“3 However, we have already

noted that its weight does not correspond with that of the Burgundian  dew/e

palard, while  comments  on the supposed ‘Flemish’ design are both subjective and

questionable.“4

None of the extant specimens of this‘Coin’ has an archaeological

provenance. Indeed, all of  them  may originate from a single source, dispersed

during the eighteenth century. It is not possible to trace the earlier history of

any single specimen. Accounts thatone example in the Fitzwilliam Museum was

bequeathed to the University of Cambridge by Andrew Pcrne in  1589  are, in fact,

_  av-  of“ J«

 

Figure 7 Double  patard  of Charles the Bold  (author’s  collection).

“Longpérier, ‘1’crkin \V'crbccquc’, p.  392.

“Blunt, ‘Mednllic jetton’, p. 215, for example, states that  this  orgin is ‘gcnemfly acceptcd’.

“Schmnll ‘Notc’, p. 219. \Vas be perhaps influenced by reports of the  second  ‘coin’ attributed to

this pretender  (see  below)?

(”The  use of  n  tressurc to enclose the design on both obverse and reverse is  a  slightly old

fashioned device, typical of the fifteenth—century Eng/M) coinage. Although the  precise  form of the

tressures on the 1494 ‘gmat’ does  not exactly mirror thoseto  be  seen  on contemporary English coins,

the Burgundian silver coinage of Charles the Bold, for example, had :1 plainer, more ‘modern’ appear—

ance  and displayed no tressurc at all. It is true, however, that the tressure 0n the reverse of the 1494

‘gmat’ is similar to that on the obverse of our final ‘Coin', which was reputedIy made  in Tournai in

about 149798.
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unsubstantiated.“

How the perceived association between the 1494  ‘coin’ and the second

Yorkist  pretender originally arose is something of  a  mystery, since there appears

to be nothing whatever to substantiate it. The date 1494 does not very accurately

reflect  that  of the pretender’s campaign, since he did not arrive in England

until  the summer of  1495.  Blunt suggested  that  the obverse design of the  ‘coin’

approximates quite closely to James Gairdner’sdescription of a seal impression

of the second pretender preserved on  a  document in Vienna. According to

Gairdner’s description this  ‘seal  exhibits a shield quartered, bearing in the first and

thirdquarters the lilies of France and in the  second  and third three leopards, and

covered with  a  royal crown, closed in. Within the circle of the crown again are

lilies and crowned leopards, holding ostrich  feathers above them’.66 Unfortunately

in 1951Blunt reported that this important seal impression was no longer to be

found in the State  Archives  in Vienna,“ so its exact appearance cannot now be

verified. Gairdner’s description does not very precisely set out the arrangement

and placing of the lilies and crowned leopards on the seal impression, but in the

case of the 1494  ‘coin’ the royal arms on the obverse are flanked by a crowned

lis and a crowned rose (not  a  crowned leopard). The lis and leopard appear apart

from the royal arms on the reverse of the  ‘coin’.  The leopard is not crowned,

and bears no ostrich plume(s). The match therefore seems less than perfect, and

we have already considered other possible associations for these elements of the

design. On the whole, it seems wiser to completely reject any connection  between

the  1494  ‘coin’ and the second  Yorkist  pretender until and unless firm evidence

can be produced in favour of this association.

The  Vim: Perkin  Tournai Jetton  of  circa  1497-98
Our final example is not a truecoin but  a  jetton  or counter. It is also said to relate

to the second Yorkist pretender, and is alleged to  have  been produced at  a  time

when he was already a  prisoner in the hands of Henry VII  (but  still alive). If

genuine, its ironic inscription certainly seems better calculated to undermine than

to support the pretender’s claims.

Thispiece was published in 1860 by Longpérier.6B Superficially it would

65C.E.  Blunt, ‘The  medalljc  jetton  of Perkin  Warbeck’, Bfilish Numimmtia  journal, 26 (1949-51),

pp. 215-16.  ‘Blunt derived his information  about the provenance of the  jettonfromcorrespondence

with  Mr  Shrubbs, the  museum's  Coin  Room Assistant, in May 1946, but  Shrubbs  seems  to  have

been  guessing.  All  we know about  this  item  is  that it was acquired  before  the beginning of the mu-

seum’s  accessions records  in  1908’.  Personal communication  from  Dr  Martin  Allen, Senior  Assistant

Keeper, Department of Coins and  Medals, Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, 7  October 2008.

66Gairdntnr, Richard  the  T bird, p. 290.

6713111“: ‘  Medallic  jetton’, p. 216.

“Longpérier, ‘Petkin  Werbecque’, plate  xvii, no. 2.
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Figure  8 Vive Perkin  Tournai  jetton  as published in  1860  by
Longpérier.

appear to be an unusual example forming partof a well—known  series  of base

metal jettons  0r tokens, production of which began in Tournai in about  1475  and

continued throughout the sixteenth century. Specifically it appears to be one of

what Mitchiner defined as  jcttons  bearing the ‘thrcc circlcs’ badge of Tournai.“J

There were frequent minor variations in the design of this series, examples of

which were certainly shippedto England.“ It might therefore be tempting to

imagine that the  Ville  Perk/'17  jetton  design was specially introduced ‘tonguc in

Check’, to fulfil an English export order. Unfortunately, however, evidence in

supportof this proposition is cntircly lacking.71

As described and illustrated by Longpérier, the design bears on the

obvcrsc  a crosscry with flowers in its angles, all enclosed in :1 quatrcfoil,

accompanied by the inscription

VIVE PERKIN IFTOIS DE TOURNAIfZ

()n the reverse there are  thrcc  Circles, each  containing a  small flower of four

petals, with fieurs dc lis between the Circles. The reverse is inscribed

O  MATI‘IR DEI MEMENTO MEL";

There can be no question that very similar Tournai  tokens  do exist, albeit with

(’9Mitchincr,»/v/mu, AIM/[Mm mn/ kmx, v01. 1, pp. 24245.

7°Thc present  writer has two  similar jcttrms  in his collection, albeit  minus  the ‘l’crkin’ inscrip~

linn’.  One of  these  was cxcavatcd in (inmbridgcshirc.

“For example, the Small Finds Register produces no cvidcncc that  l  [ll/'1‘ I’m-kin  icmms  have been

discovered  in England.

”Presumably ‘Long live  Pcrkin; 'lburmli jctton’, though the form [I’M/J  seems  to be othcrwisc

unknuwn  — see below.

73‘0  Mother  of God, rcmcmbcr mc'. lxmgpéricr states  this was the mum) of King Louis  XI of

France.  It appears on many of the c21rl_\"F0urnai jettons: Longpéricr, ‘Pcrkin  \V‘crbccquc’, p.  385.
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different obverse inscriptions? The key feature of the present design is obviously

the inclusion of the words [721) Perk/'11. If authentic, this  piece of  numismatic

irony would presumably have been inspired by the fact  that, according to Henry

VII, the secondYorkist pretender was really called Perkin \Y'arbcck and  camc

from Tournai.

There is one very major difficulty, however, with the  I  717’ Per/(5.1)] Tournai

jctton:  namely the question of  whether  it actually exists. Mitchincr’s detailed

list of medieval  jcttons does  not include it, and the present writer has so far

failed to locate a single specimen of this jctton. One is therefore entitled to

wonder whether Longpéricr accurately reported the inscription on the  jetton

he saw. Examples of fifteenth—century Tournni  jcttons  are often worn, and their

inscriptions are frequently not easy to road. There are also many examples which

bear inscriptions consistn wholly or in part of nonsensical strings of letters

which never made any sense.-5
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Figure  9 Obverse of a similar Tournai jetton, with a difierent

inscription.

Amongst the  jcttons  listed by Mitchcncr, one of the closest to the

supposed Tim [Mk/'11 specimen is his  number 753a(p. 243), which bears the

inscriptions I’m» /e mi and 52) [xii] mix {/8 Bur/mi. One possibility, therefore, is that

the obverse inscription  seen  by Longpéricr and reported by him as:

VIVE PERKIN IETOIS DE TOURNAI

\V'ns in re; lit)‘ a  worn inscription which had originally read

74There is 21 similar piece in the author’s Collection.

7jSCc, for  instance, thc gradual  dcgmdntmn  of the inscriptions on ‘ship‘-rypc jcmms, where  the

obverse  inscription began  as  I  In» /(‘ lmu m/ {/r Hal/w, but  later  deteriorated to  I  711) /«  lmz/jh/ {/0 bum; I 7M

/(' (‘I/l/ «gm/(I (/r mum 21nd  other such  drive]. AIitchincr,_/t*/m/,r., pp. 365—66.
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VIVE LE ROI IE  8018  DE TOURNAI76
Such an inscription would make sense. Moreover, all its component parts are

actually to be foundon authentic Tournai jettons, whereas no known  jetton

seems to have an inscription including the wordsPerkin  and z'etoz'x." It therefore
seems likely that Longpérier’s Vim  Per/gin jetton  never really existed. If so, it

would not be the only example of a ‘coin’ attributed to the second Yorkist

pretender in the nineteenth century which has proved to be illusory. In 1889

Longstaffe published an article on a supposed  ‘Richard  IV’ groat which ultimately

proved to be a fake, founded upon an altered groat of Henry VII."

Conclusion
In the final analysis, there is as yet no firm evidence  that  any ‘coins’ can be

associated with either Yorkist pretender. The  EDWARDVS ‘three  crowns’ Irish

coins my: relate to the first pretender, but this cannot be regarded as proven,

since it has yet to be established for certain that this pretender employed the
royal name  ‘Edward’.  Moreover, given the confused and chaotic state of the
Anglo-Irish coinage in the fifteenth century, there  can“ be no guarantee that the

comparatively rare  EDWARDVS ‘three crowns’ specimens represent anything
mo're than an idiosyncratic errorof no special significance, analogous to those

other ‘three crowns’ coinswhich bear the erroneous inscription Rex I-berizz'e.79
As for the anonymous ‘three crowns’ coins, these could relate to either pretender

— or to someone else — or to no-one in particular. The RICARD. ‘three crowns’

coins probably refer to  Richard  III, as has hitherto been assumed, but equally
they (or some of them) might perhaps relate to the second pretender  — or even

possibly the first pretender. As for the  1494 ‘groat’, nothing — except maybe its

date  — appears to connect it with the second Yorkist pretender, and even if this

‘coin’ is in some way associated with  him, it now appears more likely to have been
produced by his opponents  Ithan  by his supporters.In the  case of the supposed

Vzve Perkin  Tournai jetton, its very existence remains in doubt.

76‘Long live the  king; I  am from Tournai’.

"Mitchiner lists no examples of  jettons bearing the spelling IETOIS. On the  other hand the
spellings GETTOIS, GETTORS, GECTOIRS, IECTOIRS, IE'ITORS, IETI'ON and  IE’I‘I‘ONS
are all  attested, as are inscriptions beginningJE SUI[S] :MtchinerJetoIm, pp. 687-88.

78W.H.D.  Longstaffe  ‘Misplaced  coins  — Rict  IV’s groat’, ADI/”imam  Chronicle, 3'" series, vol.

9  (1889), pp.  363-64. Longstaffe himself expressed  doubts  as to the authenticity of this piece.

”See  above, n. 36.
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